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(:11). People without science background are coming in. These are not Nano trained but 

are making great changes in the technology. Keshe is bringing a man in secure way to 

show the new Energy Supply, in Africa the man can put back to the grid. Alex is a barber 

in London for 20 years. He has received threats and to his family, from Nigeria. He will 

teach and he is so knowledgeable about Plasma. He made generator in kitchen. First, 

came to Keshe 2008. A Gans and plasma is when the fields build up and can function on 

their own. To make Nano coat without caustic heat up copper wire on fire or oven and 

put  in cold water again and again repeat for half hour, makes layers (this is Teflon).  

(:37).  Einstein said you can't have gas in solid state without freezing and pressure, but 

we got solid CO2 at room temperature as a plasma (Gans), and can make powder. NANO 

means individuality. As of yesterday he became part of Keshe, he understands the plasma 

even more then Tesla. In Africa, Cu mines, lightening strike form the Nano then salt and 

water get the Gans and structures grow into body of man. Life started in Africa so we are 

all different versions of black man. (:53). He has produce Deuterium in Gans state. He 

used Brass to make composite layers, which is best for energy production in dry state. To 

be a Plasma you need both magnetic and gravitation fields. We don't look as a chemical 

reaction, only as Plasma. The more Gans you add the more interactions. He has produced 

Energy, food, movement. He runs his car from Gans. Do not sell your shares to other 

people to hurt them. (1:15)..    What you need: Nano coated Cu wire (can burn it), piece 

of Zn, piece of tissue, Al foil, sugar (gives energy), caustic (brings continuous motion and 

moisture), and dry Gans (to add 3 to 500 years more of energy), Nano Titanium Gans 

(glazing on door knob, or in CO2 Gans, or in air: powder Titanium add to caustic and it 

becomes Gans). (1:30). Mixing ingredients together. Few grains sugar, and caustic, Gans 

of Titanium oxide (  ), dry Gans of Brass, and mix to paste, and wrap with Al and Zn 

foils, then squeeze very hard.   To get more voltage by adding layers.     When it touches 

matter releases huge Energy, but not with Human because we are in Plasma state.  1 volt 

and 1.2 Milliamp. 5 of them in parallel to charge mobile phone. This is first step making 

a single cell. (2:08). Now he connected two cells with a Nano wire from positive to 

negative and to negative, doesn't short-circuit, it feeds itself. This can power your house. 

He tapped into the universal Energy, even Tesla didn't understand it. This is the 

Cornerstone of everything he does.  (2:26).    When you connect to Grid have to have 

positive Correctly, takes 1 day to come to balance.  Now you can buy a single sphere 

reactor from Keshe Foundation. CHANGE of GAME, tapping to Universal Energy, 

Reactor not physically connected. BREAKTRHOUGH!!   The Star Formation become 

the Source of energy. Dream of Science for hundreds of years. This is why Belgian police 

raided Keshe lab but not find anything. You can even change it into any matter.  (2:44). 

Package from Japan with contaminated soil of Fukoshima.  (2:48).  Third part, just add 

another reactor close to Star Formation, Universal Energy. It takes 2 days to balance 

fields. Run a series of cells around from Positive to negative, and Negative to negative. 

This is a Deuterium Reactor, neutrons pull energy in and protons make available. Keep it 

close to ground at night it will absorb in night. If you don't have reactors, make more 

cells. (3:06).   It accumulates energy and goes to lift, vibration.  (3:21).  Spread the 

Knowledge. Alex was threatened and Keshe is providing protection.  
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Day 1 part 2.  Made announcement not to use Nano coated needles for Acupuncture, can 

create new diseases. He has warned Dr. Eliya, but she may be doing this. Do not use 

Amino Acids in reactors because they can create new microbes.  (:04).    Going over cells 

created this morning. Pushing the Gans outward into the matter level, energy of Plasma 

picking up, a fraction of a fraction, using different structure of plasma. The cells are now 

feeding out to the Grid running 2 fans and 0 watts from input. All the computer in the 

room are taking power from the plasma even though not connected. Your own body will 

also receive energy from the plasma, and health improves, less desire for food, sleep.  By 

increasing the demand for current and more going out to the Grid. Increasing the 

gravitational and increases magnetic, this is the key to motion. (:38).    If you put it on top 

of the Star Formation it would fly.  Describing the secret of Tesla Power Supply, he 

scaled it to size of planet earth, therefore can be used anywhere on earth. Keshe uses the 

ratio of plasma of U. Tesla could only send out, Miles understood how to receive. Do not 

need wires to collect current. Transmission lines are so costly. The receiving system is 

reverse winding. reposition the magnetic becomes a receiver anywhere in U. (1:00).  You 

should be able to fly, this system is both lift and landing. By tuning to the gravitational 

field of destination arrive instantly.  (1:04).    Alex explains how to run the car with 15 

mls CO2, Link the fields of Gans in tank with a single reactor in the car. The Gans is not 

used as a fuel, but it put all the fuel in a Gans state. Energy and behavior of fuel different. 

Between the rear and front of car created a levitation field. The starter motor is being fed. 

Hardly used any fuel in 2 months.  ( 1:30).   British Government on the back of BP and 

finances revolutions around world with Americans.   The car needs to weigh at least 200 

kg to drive safely. CuO has reverse effect on anything which is C or H connected, 

extraction of O2, use CO2 in car only. Position reactor securely locked in center of car. 

Moon has nothing to do with Earth.  Sugar is very dynamic, they add it to missiles to 

make a lot of noise, sugar has psychological effect. When you mix CuO, CH3, CO2, you 

touch the emotion and energy of man, this is a plasma.  (1:50).  This reactor you can do 

anything. You decide the strength by adjusting number of beads.   Keshe knows about the 

attackers in Germany tried to stop Alex, but unsuccessful. You can even clone your own 

body to continue race in space, only strong survive. The next step is positioning of beads 

with reactors, but this would leave everyone behind. We have had access to this 

technology for a long time.  209   (2:21).   "Fat Boy" reactor in China. It's coated inside 

and out. Should be able to fly. (2:27). Are the people in background afraid of changes. 

Keshe offered NASA help to bring back astronauts.   (2:31). Place cup of water in center 

of beads and you got you daily energy dose, you can stand in center and any RNA 

adjustments will be done disease gone, How long to stay in center, if too long revert back 

to cave man.   (2:38).   Question goes back to the inner ring negative to negative 

connection the plasma is feeding itself. The Positive to negative creates a demand 

through short circuit, and the loop around is the supply for the demand. Over time 

increases the supply and demand. Two systems embedded in one.   Expand on it, use 

rings of Gans in the little cells, plasmatic amplifier, to get lift. A basic way to control 

craft.   (2:48).   Make layers on the Fat Boy to amplify.  For the car he used CO2, in tank 

15 ml, top up after that without adding more Gans.  To energize CO2 Gans put it between 

two Nano plates. 
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Continue with Workshop 68 part 3, Power of Energy and car.  Put 3 times more power in 

to the Grid, if increase demand increase output. Started mass production of this cells. The 

system is not a power supply. It doesn’t create energy it COLLECTS energy that the 

Gans plasma reactor puts into environment. The motors need energy, but they can be fed 

back into the system.  (:09). Plug motors back into system, this should put more power 

into the Grid because of increased use. Have to show Totality. This is how the Sun and 

earth, solar system work they regurgitate own energy and last long time. The extra reactor 

is the boundary limit. (:18).  Keshe created a 100 meter sound barrier against freeway 

noise around his house. It’s the same technology that captured the Drone and put down 

Aircraft Carrier. Russians done same. It captures all MG fields in an area, and can make 

it silent. Have to know how to load system, amplifier. It builds up and goes to infinity. 

(:32).  This set up is wrong, change it and get huge amounts. You got SF and a single 

reactor in between, then flow goes to the weaker side. And how you load up the Reactor 

with Gans will determine amount. (21 Dec 2016 Keshe deadline?). There is no electron 

flow in U. Not enough humans are ready yet. Vinc’s reactor broke away 3 feet. Can 

dictate the direction of flow, but it can destroy the power line. Follow ethos.  (:49).  The 

Foundation is manufacturing one of these systems for 1000 euros 200 goes back to 

government to replace loss jobs. It restructures the wealth. It’s a noose around neck of 

humanity, depends on how you use. Evolution beyond man’s imagination.  (:58) Will 

release the blueprints for these units. What happened in Iran will happen in West if they 

don’t pay taxes, people will turn on each other. (1:12). Out of 7 billion 4 billion will kill 

each other. This is the end of humanity.   (1:27).  After 2 days the unit is independent of 

SF can go anywhere.    (1:38).  Talk goes to FOOD production. You can string the beads 

wrapped around and fill with water and drink. Do not use CuO as part of the Gans in cup, 

because Cu is part of muscles and neural systems and you can die. Last year the 

Fukoshima experiment and frog dies within minutes.  Armans cup has Cu Nano coated 

plate and Zinc Plate connected inside 2nd wall of the cup filled with water, get CO2 Gans 

and fill dry part with water and drink. (1:49).  Alex put banana on top and get the strength 

of banana. You feel the taste of banana all day. The hunger comes after 2 hours, so you 

continue to drink all day. Alex is herbalist and brought back to experiment. The taste 

comes in water, but only leave in water for couple minutes, if too long gets bitter with 

what’s in atmosphere. He put herb to stop diarrhea and that information transfers. The 

habit for chewing still there, so you can add different Amino Acids (AA).  There is a 

spectrum of nutrients from foods, you should add more AA in  spectrum. For example, 

McDonalds creates a spectrum of MG fields that you get used to eating and you come 

back. Eating satisfies emotional with respect to physical, otherwise physicality is not 

satisfied. When you make cups create a spectrum of basic needs. You can also put in 

center of Bead cell circle. If you can add lymph through flaking skin, solid Nano state, 

that’s why you skin tells the stat of health. You can add a little skin and blood to Gans, 

but make sure you don’t have cancer or abnormalities. It only absorbs what it needs. You 

should not need to eat for 200 years.  (2:13). When you drink your urine it’s already 

processed, that’s only advantage. If it was good why did the body reject it. When you 

pour the water out of the container it changes the conditions. In Plasma state it looks for 

fields. You do not transfer the banana energy but not to all the cells in the water, can mix 



in more.   (2:25).  Now you have Energy, Fuel, Food, medicine. We eat because we are 

thirsty, a lot of obesity comes from thirst. How does body crave banana? The body 

registered the Gans and the emotion. Alex said after a couple hours I am hungry, because 

he only satisfies the thirst, which it the emotion. The Gans transfers the energy. I take, 

give what I don’t want, and create a balance. If you create a condition of gravitation the 

you attract the energy you need. If you just put your finger in the water you tell it what 

you need, or hold the cup. “ The cup of life, this is my blood, this is my body”.  You can 

use the energized water in the reactors, BUT don’t put protein in (AA), you could create 

germs or diseases.  (2:42).  Bone marrow transplant, don’t need you can transfer info 

through the Gans. Francois in Canada, his patient was treated, and quick recovery. Keshe 

put the patients hand in the CO2 to transfer the info to the Gans. Every bones creates it 

own marrow for a specific region as immune system. For Example, the head of the femur 

has different structure of Nano holes to create immunity. The Acupuncture Needle 

problem again, with Nano coat dealing with fields, if touch a nerve or blood, energy 

transfer becomes so rapid, can get brain hemorrhage, stroke is inevitable, it’s like an 

electrical shock. (2:55).   Gives warning to Eliya who is in China, developing needles. 

STOP! With the needles you enter the vacuum system you have no choice, outside body 

has chance to regulate. If you just relied on Gans for food, you would only go to toilet 

once a year. Alex is a child of Plasma, but he hasn’t understood the totality. Nylon means 

New York and London, has to do with patents. Energy unit can be ordered. Wife and son 

on video. 
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Part 4,    Alex continue with herbal medicine and has grown a garden but he hasn’t eaten 

yet. Potatoes were bigger. He was experimenting with Tesla coil. (:09).  (:17). Keshe says  

how to make a 1.5 volt battery for life time, by adding a Nano wire across poles. The 

accidental short circuit bang, because you closed the loop. Nano wire is where you collect 

energy from the environment. Increase Magnetic field power. Huge amounts of energy in 

little strips of Nano material. Squeezing nano materials releases more current. Talked 

again the danger of Nano coated Acupuncture needles. (:40).  Birmingham listening 

station used magnetic fields and could hear anywhere in world. Keshe talks about Energy 

Bead cells and how they work. The Gans is above matter level. Energy is forced into a 

Gans (like body of man). (:50). Questions. The car is running on the starter motor, the 

CO2 in tank is decoy. If you were to look at his motor you would find that parts of the 

motor got Nano coated. He shows the electrical burn hole on the steel table. The starter is 

working through plasma. (1:00).    Keshe corrects the Energy Beads, you just need a 

powerful Gans in a paste. Evaporate a high energy (like Titanium Gans) Gans until paste 

then add sugar and caustic to keep moist. The main point is the Nano and high energy 

Gans, and the Al and Zn layers are collecting electrons, both Ac and DC. Nano coating 

has a dual function because of the layering. The Nano layer carries the superconductor in 

the Gans, DC current, and when in contact with matter becomes AC. It’s the beads that 

does it, collect all the energy. When the nano wire is connected back on to itself then you 

are collecting lots of current and needs time to build up. This is the Key to boast power. 

(1:12)..To make very compact and boost current. Al foil only keeps the moisture in. Each 

bead you connect attach it back onto itself.  (1:21). Rick is combining Tesla coil with 



plastic tubes filled with Gans. Tesla says this coil can store up to 50K times more energy. 

Nano coat tube internally and could put Nano coated wire inside. They can flow in 

opposite directions. (1:37).  Italian nation loss of currency for fuel. 11 million barrels use 

daily minimum in USA. Oil only costs 5$ barrel rest is pure profit. Now its in public 

otherwise crackdown. (1:50).  The fat boy in China is first to flight. Collaborate 4 of the 

Beads with fat boy, coil around and flight. You'll be compressing so much energy. Don't 

need motors. The core of earth is plasma, with solid core around and a nano and a Gans 

layer. (2:00).  Make a motor bike with Gans, take out the battery, and their exercise to 

make it work. Welcome Alex to Keshe Foundation. Keshe F has an energy system and 

car system. Add vinegar to Amino Acid Gans it breaks it up.  

 


